[Imaging of the kidney].
Imaging of the kidney relies on three main imaging modalities: ultrasound, CT scan and MRI, on one hand, and scintigraphy, on the other hand. First intent ultrasound provides anatomic/vascular and functional information. Tissue perfusion assessment using ultrasound can be improved using contrast agents. Renal ultrasound is particularly useful but remains operator and tumor/patient-dependent (obese, ectopic kidney, type and site of tumor). It is cheap and does not irradiate. Ultrasound contrast agents can improve the sensitivity of ultrasound in many clinical situations. Intravenous urography has been replaced by CT scan. Multi-slice CT scan is indeed the main renal imaging modality: it allows for angiographic and urographic explorations. MRI provides anatomic and functional information. Renal failure must be looked for before performing CT scan or MRI so as to avoid iatrogenic complications. Severe renal failure is a contraindication to both. Each imaging modality has pros and cons and specific indications. CT scan is the mainstay of renal imaging provided that standardized injection protocols are used, that the dose is limited (low-dose protocol) and renal function is assessed. Dynamic renal scintigraphy can be used in situations where information on the function of each kidney is necessary.